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DNSSEC in the second decade
• Mass deployment of DNSSEC took off in 2008, after "Kaminsky" 

• We have just entered the second decade of DNSSEC 

• Things seem to be going well: 

• Vast majority of top-level domains support DNSSEC 

• Number of validating resolvers still growing 

• But also: many "important" domains still not signed  
(Google, Facebook, Amazon, ...)
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Incentives, incentives, incentives!



Studying incentives

• Both .nl and .se have financial incentives for registrars to encourage 
DNSSEC deployment 

• These incentives are modest (a few percent discount on registration) 

• This means that the incentives only pay off financially if you deploy 
DNSSEC for 100,000s of domains 

• While this clearly has led to mass deployment of DNSSEC, we 
wondered if it has also led to secure deployments?



Study goals
• We wanted to study the quality of DNSSEC deployments in terms of 

security as defined in DNSSEC best practices 

• Our assumption: only large operators benefit economically from 
incentives, therefore we expect small operators to deploy DNSSEC 
with a different motivation 

• Hypothesis: 
"Despite the presence of 'per-domain' economic incentives in .nl and .se, 
large DNS operators deploy DNSSEC with lower compliance to security 
guidelines than small DNS operators."
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Best Current Practice

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE DATA USED FOR THIS STUDY.

TLDs Measurement Period #Domains

.com 2015-02-28 - 2017-07-31 116,814,548

.net 2015-02-28 - 2017-07-31 13,011,428

.org 2015-02-28 - 2017-07-31 9,373,214

.nl 2016-02-09 - 2017-07-31 5,440,975

.se 2016-06-07 - 2017-07-31 1,440,244

TABLE II
NIST DNSSEC BEST PRACTICES

Aspects NIST recommendation

Key size - ECDSA keys.
- RSA: KSKs >= 2048 bits and ZSKs >= 1024 bits.

Key algorithm - Recommended: Algorithms 8 and 10.
- Highly recommended: Algorithms 13 and 14.

Key rollover

KSKs/CSKs:
- ECDSA keys and and RSA keys (with key size >=2048
bits): rollover within 24 months.
ZSKs:
- 1024-bit RSA keys: rollover within 90 days.
- RSA keys’ size between 1024 - 2048 bits: rollover within
12 months.
- ECDSA keys and RSA keys (with key size >= 2048 bits):
rollovers within 24 months.

B. Evaluation of DNSSEC deployment security

Although there is no universal agreement on criteria for
secure DNSSEC deployment, several works propose guidelines
for DNSSEC deployment: RFC 6781 [16], the Good Practices
Guide for Deploying DNSSEC by ENISA [21] and two guides
by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
namely the Secure Domain Name System (DNS) Deployment
Guide [12] and Recommendations for Key Management
(part 3) [13]. However, the ENISA guide is outdated (2010),
and RFC 6781 only provides generic recommendations. The
NIST guides, on the other hand, offer more recent and detailed
recommendations; hence, we use these as the basis for best
practices for DNSSEC deployment. Tab. II presents an overview
of NIST best practices. In this study, the “quality” of a DNSSEC
deployment refers to its adherence to these recommendations.

It is worth mentioning that we have left out some rec-
ommendations from the NIST guides. In particular, we did
not consider recommendations on the key rollover approach
(e.g., pre-publish for ZSK and double signature for KSK)
and key algorithm rollover, since these do not directly affect
the quality of a signed zone. Moreover, we did not consider
the recommendation on the validity period of signatures over
DNSKEY records. This recommendation is controversial, as
short validity periods limit an operator’s ability to perform
maintenance and troubleshooting in case of problems.

To test our hypothesis, we compare the quality of DNSSEC
deployment between large and small DNS operators based on
three aspects: key algorithm, key size and key rollover. For key
algorithm and key size, we do this by inspecting DNSKEY
records from the input datasets we obtain from OpenINTEL
for each signed domain (as single operators may not perform

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF DNSSEC DEPLOYMENT (JULY 31ST, 2017)

#Signed domains %Signed domains
TLD KSK/ZSK CSK Total

.com 932,334 4,079 936,413 0.80%

.net 140,322 765 141,087 1.08%

.org 104,942 566 105,508 1.13%

.nl 2,709,503 119,681 2,829,184 52.00%

.se 721,090 16,236 737,326 51.19%

uniformly over all managed domains). Tracking key rollover
requires more complex considerations: as changes happen over
time, we need to track the set of DNSKEY records for each
signed domain. Furthermore, we have to track the signature
(RRSIG record) for the SOA record, in order to establish when
a new key is first used, and when an old key is retired. This
needs to be done on a day-to-day basis over the entire duration
of our datasets, and requires processing of millions of records
for each calendar day in the dataset. For the comparison, each
of the three aspects is evaluated against the best practices as
shown in Tab. II. As our dataset comprises measurements on
the full population of .nl and .se domains, we compare
observation frequencies for the hypothesis testing.

IV. RESULTS

This section presents our results. First, we present demo-
graphics for DNSSEC deployment from our datasets. We then
test the security of DNSSEC deployment for operators that
heavily benefit from the incentive (large operators), and for op-
erators that do not substantially benefit from it (small operators).

A. Overview of TLDs
Earlier work by Chung et al. [22], which studied the state of

DNSSEC deployment in .com, .net and .org, showed that
DNSSEC adoption in these TLDs is low, and that there are se-
rious security issues. They find use of weak keys, weak signing
algorithms and a large number of domains that fail to deploy
DNSSEC completely. That is: they find several domains that are
signed, but for which a corresponding secure delegation with
a DS record in the parent zone is missing. In follow-up work,
Chung et al. [23] also shed light on the role that domain name
registrars play in the deployment of DNSSEC, especially their
vital role in creating full deployments including secure delega-
tions. In this work, we focused on a different aspect of DNSSEC
deployment, specifically on the deployment of DNSSEC in the
presence of economic incentives to deploy DNSSEC.

Tab. III shows an overview of DNSSEC adoption in the five
analyzed TLDs, as of July 31, 2017. We observe that .nl and
.se are the TLDs that achieve the highest levels of DNSSEC
adoption. This may be a direct consequence of the incentive
programs promoted by the registries responsible for these
TLDs. Notably, .nl is the largest DNSSEC zone whereas
we observed a very low percentage of DNSSEC deployment
in three popular TLDs, namely .com, .net and .org. In
absolute terms, the number of signed domains in this TLD
is more than double that of the domains in .com, .net



OpenINTEL
For this study we used data from the OpenINTEL project 

https://openintel.nl/



Focus of study

For comparison

Approach

• Analyse RRSIG and DNSKEY records for all signed domains every day 
to check key sizes, algorithms and key rollovers

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE DATA USED FOR THIS STUDY.

TLDs Measurement Period #Domains

.com 2015-02-28 - 2017-07-31 116,814,548

.net 2015-02-28 - 2017-07-31 13,011,428

.org 2015-02-28 - 2017-07-31 9,373,214

.nl 2016-02-09 - 2017-07-31 5,440,975

.se 2016-06-07 - 2017-07-31 1,440,244

TABLE II
NIST DNSSEC BEST PRACTICES

Aspects NIST recommendation

Key size - ECDSA keys.
- RSA: KSKs >= 2048 bits and ZSKs >= 1024 bits.

Key algorithm - Recommended: Algorithms 8 and 10.
- Highly recommended: Algorithms 13 and 14.

Key rollover

KSKs/CSKs:
- ECDSA keys and and RSA keys (with key size >=2048
bits): rollover within 24 months.
ZSKs:
- 1024-bit RSA keys: rollover within 90 days.
- RSA keys’ size between 1024 - 2048 bits: rollover within
12 months.
- ECDSA keys and RSA keys (with key size >= 2048 bits):
rollovers within 24 months.

B. Evaluation of DNSSEC deployment security

Although there is no universal agreement on criteria for
secure DNSSEC deployment, several works propose guidelines
for DNSSEC deployment: RFC 6781 [16], the Good Practices
Guide for Deploying DNSSEC by ENISA [21] and two guides
by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
namely the Secure Domain Name System (DNS) Deployment
Guide [12] and Recommendations for Key Management
(part 3) [13]. However, the ENISA guide is outdated (2010),
and RFC 6781 only provides generic recommendations. The
NIST guides, on the other hand, offer more recent and detailed
recommendations; hence, we use these as the basis for best
practices for DNSSEC deployment. Tab. II presents an overview
of NIST best practices. In this study, the “quality” of a DNSSEC
deployment refers to its adherence to these recommendations.

It is worth mentioning that we have left out some rec-
ommendations from the NIST guides. In particular, we did
not consider recommendations on the key rollover approach
(e.g., pre-publish for ZSK and double signature for KSK)
and key algorithm rollover, since these do not directly affect
the quality of a signed zone. Moreover, we did not consider
the recommendation on the validity period of signatures over
DNSKEY records. This recommendation is controversial, as
short validity periods limit an operator’s ability to perform
maintenance and troubleshooting in case of problems.

To test our hypothesis, we compare the quality of DNSSEC
deployment between large and small DNS operators based on
three aspects: key algorithm, key size and key rollover. For key
algorithm and key size, we do this by inspecting DNSKEY
records from the input datasets we obtain from OpenINTEL
for each signed domain (as single operators may not perform

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF DNSSEC DEPLOYMENT (JULY 31ST, 2017)

#Signed domains %Signed domains
TLD KSK/ZSK CSK Total

.com 932,334 4,079 936,413 0.80%

.net 140,322 765 141,087 1.08%

.org 104,942 566 105,508 1.13%

.nl 2,709,503 119,681 2,829,184 52.00%

.se 721,090 16,236 737,326 51.19%

uniformly over all managed domains). Tracking key rollover
requires more complex considerations: as changes happen over
time, we need to track the set of DNSKEY records for each
signed domain. Furthermore, we have to track the signature
(RRSIG record) for the SOA record, in order to establish when
a new key is first used, and when an old key is retired. This
needs to be done on a day-to-day basis over the entire duration
of our datasets, and requires processing of millions of records
for each calendar day in the dataset. For the comparison, each
of the three aspects is evaluated against the best practices as
shown in Tab. II. As our dataset comprises measurements on
the full population of .nl and .se domains, we compare
observation frequencies for the hypothesis testing.

IV. RESULTS

This section presents our results. First, we present demo-
graphics for DNSSEC deployment from our datasets. We then
test the security of DNSSEC deployment for operators that
heavily benefit from the incentive (large operators), and for op-
erators that do not substantially benefit from it (small operators).

A. Overview of TLDs
Earlier work by Chung et al. [22], which studied the state of

DNSSEC deployment in .com, .net and .org, showed that
DNSSEC adoption in these TLDs is low, and that there are se-
rious security issues. They find use of weak keys, weak signing
algorithms and a large number of domains that fail to deploy
DNSSEC completely. That is: they find several domains that are
signed, but for which a corresponding secure delegation with
a DS record in the parent zone is missing. In follow-up work,
Chung et al. [23] also shed light on the role that domain name
registrars play in the deployment of DNSSEC, especially their
vital role in creating full deployments including secure delega-
tions. In this work, we focused on a different aspect of DNSSEC
deployment, specifically on the deployment of DNSSEC in the
presence of economic incentives to deploy DNSSEC.

Tab. III shows an overview of DNSSEC adoption in the five
analyzed TLDs, as of July 31, 2017. We observe that .nl and
.se are the TLDs that achieve the highest levels of DNSSEC
adoption. This may be a direct consequence of the incentive
programs promoted by the registries responsible for these
TLDs. Notably, .nl is the largest DNSSEC zone whereas
we observed a very low percentage of DNSSEC deployment
in three popular TLDs, namely .com, .net and .org. In
absolute terms, the number of signed domains in this TLD
is more than double that of the domains in .com, .net



Rollover complexity



Large versus Small

.se.nl
Just 14 operators 
responsible for 
over 80% of  
signed domains

Just 3 operators 
responsible for  
over 80% of  
signed domains



• To check if large operators are more likely to deploy DNSSEC under 
an incentive, we compared .com/.net/.org to .nl and .se

All the DNSSEC large and small

Fig. 4. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of validity periods for
signatures covering DNSKEY RRSets.

and .org combined. Interestingly, as Chung et al. [23] also
observe, a large fraction (more than 34%) of DNSSEC-signed
domains in .com, .net and .org can be attributed to
operators that also manage a large number of signed domains
in the .nl and .se TLDs. We speculate that this may actually
be a side-effect of the economic incentives: the intuition
behind this is that operators aiming to qualify for the economic
incentives in .nl or .se use a single strategy for all domains
they manage, and thus sign everything they manage, including
domains in other TLDs. Another hint that this intuition may
hold is the fact that we observe a large number of partial
DNSSEC deployments for these operators in .com, .net and
.org. We consider a deployment partial if the domain is signed
(i.e. there are keys present, in the form of DNSKEY records,
and there are signatures present in the form of RRSIG records),
but there is no secure delegation (using a DS record) in the
parent zone. Such a partial deployment is effectively useless,
as it means all the effort is expended to sign a domain, whereas
no one will be able to validate the signatures along the chain of
trust. Approximately half of DNSSEC deployments in .com,
.net and .org, that can be attributed to operators that have
a large presence in .nl and .se, are partial deployments.2 It
seems likely that these operators may simply not have bothered
to create secure delegations in .com, .net and .org as
there is no incentive (in economic terms) for them to do so.

With respect to signing schemes, we observe that the
KSK/ZSK scheme is significantly more common than the CSK
one. The most likely explanation for this is that most DNSSEC
software implementations use the KSK/ZSK scheme by default.
This is despite the fact that CSK is generally preferable to
the KSK/ZSK scheme, as it leads to smaller DNS responses
for the DNSKEY record type, and is therefore an important
tool to reduce the risk of packet fragmentation (which can
lead to availability issues [24]), and to reduce the potential for
DNS amplification attacks that abuse a signed domain [25].
Further, recall from Section III-B that we explicitly chose not
to consider NIST’s recommendation of a maximum signature
validity period of 7 days for signatures over DNSKEY records
due to its controversial nature; an analysis of current re-signing
practices (Fig. 4) confirms this, and indicates that virtually
no operator follows NIST’s recommendation of a maximum
validity period of 7 days. Quite differently, the most common
DNSKEY re-signing periods are 21, 30 or 122 days.

Finally, we compared the extent to which DNSSEC is

2Partial deployments in .com: 45.4%; .net: 46.5%; .org: 51.0%.

TABLE IV
DEPLOYMENT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LARGE AND SMALL OPERATORS

(JULY 31ST, 2017)

Large operators Small operators

TLD #Domains #Signed % #Domains #Signed %

.com 93,464,626 712,162 0.76% 23,349,922 224,251 0.96%

.net 10,412,605 114,687 1.10% 2,598,823 26,400 1.02%

.org 7,501,310 85,166 1.14% 1,871,904 20,342 1.09%

.nl 4,353,518 2,736,393 62.85% 1,087,457 92,791 8.53%

.se 1,153,129 723,532 62.75% 287,115 13,794 4.80%

deployed by large and small operators respectively. We do
this in order to test our intuition that economic incentives on
a ‘per-domain’ basis are more favorable for large operators.
If this is the case, we expect to see higher deployment rates
for large operators. Tab. IV shows the result of this analysis.
As the table shows, there is a clear difference in deployment
rates, but this difference only occurs in TLDs with economic
incentives. This strongly suggests that our intuition holds; in
both .nl and .se the fraction of domains for which DNSSEC
is deployed is an order of magnitude higher for large operators.

B. DNSSEC Security in .nl and .se

In this section, we evaluate the difference in security levels
between DNSSEC deployments from large operators and
DNSSEC deployments from small operators. In particular, we
focus on the .nl and .se top-level domains where incentives
are provided to evaluate whether these also encourage a secure
deployment. First, we provide an overview of the average
compliance to NIST best practices by large and small operators.
Then, we analyze the compliance of single operators to evaluate
whether the observed effect can be explained by one or few
‘outlier’ operators. The results are used to test our running
hypothesis defined in Section III.

1) Overview of large and small operators: We first provide
a birds-eye view of the data by providing figures on average
compliance per domain for large and small operators.

a) Comparison of key algorithms: The first block of
Tab. V illustrates the comparison of key algorithms chosen by
large and small DNS operators for domains under .nl and
.se, based on the latest snapshot of data on July 31, 2017.
In .nl small DNS operators perform better, albeit by a small
margin, than large DNS operators. In .se the figure seems to
be inverted. This effect may be attributed to large operators in
other TLDs, that happen to have only a small presence in .se.
Still, the overall difference between large and small operators
appears to be relatively close for the algorithm criterion.

b) Comparison of key size: We compare the RSA key
sizes used by large and small operators based on the latest
snapshot on July 31, 2017. The second and third blocks
of Tab. V show the comparison of KSK and ZSK key size
between the two groups of DNS operators. Similarly to
the previous case, large operators perform slightly worse
than small operators, with a more marked difference for
.se domains. As we will see further down, like with poor
algorithm choices, this can be attributed to a single large
operator that does not comply with best practices. With regards

• Takeaway:  uptake among large operators is an order of magnitude  
     higher under an incentive!



Results for large operators in .nlTABLE V
COMPARISON OF KEY ALGORITHM, RSA KEY SIZE CHOICE AND ZSK

ROLLOVER IMPLEMENTATION BETWEEN LARGE AND SMALL DNS
OPERATORS IN .NL AND .SE .

TLD Operator type %Recommended %Unrecommended
(a) Key algorithm

.nl Large 76.60% 23.40%
Small 87.36% 12.64%

.se Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 94.26% 5.74%

(b) KSK RSA key size

.nl Large 97.55% 2.45%
Small 99.17% 0.83%

.se Large 83.70% 16.30%
Small 96.25% 3.75%

(b) ZSK RSA key size

.nl Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 99.92% 0.08%

.se Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 98.26% 1.74%

(c) ZSK rollover

.nl Large 8.19% 91.81%
Small 39.36% 60.64%

.se Large 6.21% 93.79%
Small 43.00% 57.00%

to the ZSK key size, all DNS operators sign with a key of
suitable length. This is not the whole story however, as the
most commonly chosen key length (1024 bits) requires regular
key rollovers to be performed. As we will see, this is an area
where almost all of our large operators perform poorly.

c) Comparison of key rollover: We also compared the
ZSK key rollover implementations of large and small DNS
operators. We did not evaluate the rollover for KSKs and
CSKs due to the lack of sufficient data (the period over which
we have data is too short, given that NIST recommends to
rollover KSK and CSKs up to every 2 years). The last block of
Tab. V shows the percentage of domains in the recommended
and unrecommended categories. As can be seen, small DNS
operators perform significantly better than large DNS operators
in both .nl and .se. If we look at the two main causes for the
high percentages in the unrecommended category, we observe
that while a small fraction (less than 1%) can be explained
by late key rollovers, the majority of domains in this category
(over 90%) have never had their ZSKs replaced over the entire
duration of our datasets. This shows that not performing key
rollovers is the biggest problem in DNSSEC. Since the key
rollover process is quite complex and is not required in order
to be eligible for economic incentives, large DNS operators
may choose to avoid the extra effort and risk of performing
regular key rollovers. Furthermore, we observe this behavior
consistently over all large DNS operators in .nl and .se.

2) Detailed analysis of single operators: To evaluate
whether the results presented above may be the result of a
specific skew in the data (e.g. ‘bad’ operators that manage a
significant fraction of records), we now evaluate the specific
deployments at the operator level. Tab. VI shows the detailed

TABLE VI
LARGE DNS OPERATORS IN TLDS .NL AND .SE
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TLD .nl

*.transip.net. 265,341 7 4 B+ 7
*.transip.nl. 206,254 7 4 B+ 7
*.sonexo.eu. 75,256 4 4 B+ 7

TransIP

ns0.nl. 50,273 7 4 B+ 7
Metaregistrar BV *.metaregistrar.nl. 386,913 4 4 B+ 7
Hostnet BV Network *.hostnet.nl. 359,793 4 4 B+ 7
Cyso Hosting *.firstfind.nl. 246,385 4 4 B+ 7
Argeweb BV *.argewebhosting.eu. 101,993 4 4 B+ 7
Openprovider *.openprovider.nl. 79,367 4 4 B+ 7
Village Media BV *.webhostingserver.nl. 67,150 4 4 B+ 7
Hosting2GO *.hosting2go.nl. 64,568 4 4 B+ 7
Flexwebhosting BV *.flexwebhosting.nl. 60,753 4 4 B+ 7
Internedservices *.is.nl. 57,033 4 4 B+ 7
Neostrada *.neostrada.nl. 56,295 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 55,397 4 7 4 ?
PCextreme *.pcextreme.nl. 50,102 4 4 B+ 7
AXC B.V. *.axc.nl. 47,861 4 4 B+ 7

TLD .se

Loopia AB *.loopia.se. 282,604 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 221,372 4 B? B+ 7
Binero AB *.binero.se. 123,131 4 4 B+ 7

Legend: 4: meets recommendation; 7: does not meet recommenda-
tion; B: only partially meets recommendation; ? : unknown.
†The master name server from the SOA records is used to identify
the operator, as described in Section III-A.
?About half of One.com .se domains use unrecommended KSK sizes.
+These operators have 1024-bit ZSKs that require regular key rollovers
according to the best practice (Tab. II); as the rollover column shows,
however, they do not perform key rollover for ZSK.

analysis for large operators. In general, we find that the
descriptive results reported in the previous section hold in
the detailed analysis as well. Overall, we observe that large
operators perform well for security configurations that can be
addressed by a one-time setting in the service configuration.
For example, the key size comes by default with the server
configuration and requires an effortless change at installation
time to be set up correctly. The triangle for ZSKs indicates that,
whereas DNS operators satisfy, at large, the NIST requirement
on the key size, an appropriate setting for ZSKs can only
be identified by the combination of key size with rollover
frequency (see Tab. II). For example, a ZSK of 1024 bits,
while in principle acceptable, needs to be rolled at least every
90 days. In this respect, the systematic lack of compliance
to the key rollover mechanism for DNSSEC deployments in
large operators leads to a general inadequacy of ZSK key sizes.
This reflects the well documented complexity of managing key
rollovers in all its phases, including announcement, publication,
and retiring of old keys (see, e.g., RFC 6781, Section 4.1).

On the other hand, we observe a few cases where the
behavior of single, individual operators may explain some
of the divergences observed (both in a positive and a negative
direction). The operator TransIP has non-uniform algorithm

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF KEY ALGORITHM, RSA KEY SIZE CHOICE AND ZSK

ROLLOVER IMPLEMENTATION BETWEEN LARGE AND SMALL DNS
OPERATORS IN .NL AND .SE .

TLD Operator type %Recommended %Unrecommended
(a) Key algorithm

.nl Large 76.60% 23.40%
Small 87.36% 12.64%

.se Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 94.26% 5.74%
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.se Large 83.70% 16.30%
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Small 99.92% 0.08%
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Small 98.26% 1.74%

(c) ZSK rollover

.nl Large 8.19% 91.81%
Small 39.36% 60.64%

.se Large 6.21% 93.79%
Small 43.00% 57.00%

to the ZSK key size, all DNS operators sign with a key of
suitable length. This is not the whole story however, as the
most commonly chosen key length (1024 bits) requires regular
key rollovers to be performed. As we will see, this is an area
where almost all of our large operators perform poorly.

c) Comparison of key rollover: We also compared the
ZSK key rollover implementations of large and small DNS
operators. We did not evaluate the rollover for KSKs and
CSKs due to the lack of sufficient data (the period over which
we have data is too short, given that NIST recommends to
rollover KSK and CSKs up to every 2 years). The last block of
Tab. V shows the percentage of domains in the recommended
and unrecommended categories. As can be seen, small DNS
operators perform significantly better than large DNS operators
in both .nl and .se. If we look at the two main causes for the
high percentages in the unrecommended category, we observe
that while a small fraction (less than 1%) can be explained
by late key rollovers, the majority of domains in this category
(over 90%) have never had their ZSKs replaced over the entire
duration of our datasets. This shows that not performing key
rollovers is the biggest problem in DNSSEC. Since the key
rollover process is quite complex and is not required in order
to be eligible for economic incentives, large DNS operators
may choose to avoid the extra effort and risk of performing
regular key rollovers. Furthermore, we observe this behavior
consistently over all large DNS operators in .nl and .se.

2) Detailed analysis of single operators: To evaluate
whether the results presented above may be the result of a
specific skew in the data (e.g. ‘bad’ operators that manage a
significant fraction of records), we now evaluate the specific
deployments at the operator level. Tab. VI shows the detailed
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Cyso Hosting *.firstfind.nl. 246,385 4 4 B+ 7
Argeweb BV *.argewebhosting.eu. 101,993 4 4 B+ 7
Openprovider *.openprovider.nl. 79,367 4 4 B+ 7
Village Media BV *.webhostingserver.nl. 67,150 4 4 B+ 7
Hosting2GO *.hosting2go.nl. 64,568 4 4 B+ 7
Flexwebhosting BV *.flexwebhosting.nl. 60,753 4 4 B+ 7
Internedservices *.is.nl. 57,033 4 4 B+ 7
Neostrada *.neostrada.nl. 56,295 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 55,397 4 7 4 ?
PCextreme *.pcextreme.nl. 50,102 4 4 B+ 7
AXC B.V. *.axc.nl. 47,861 4 4 B+ 7

TLD .se

Loopia AB *.loopia.se. 282,604 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 221,372 4 B? B+ 7
Binero AB *.binero.se. 123,131 4 4 B+ 7

Legend: 4: meets recommendation; 7: does not meet recommenda-
tion; B: only partially meets recommendation; ? : unknown.
†The master name server from the SOA records is used to identify
the operator, as described in Section III-A.
?About half of One.com .se domains use unrecommended KSK sizes.
+These operators have 1024-bit ZSKs that require regular key rollovers
according to the best practice (Tab. II); as the rollover column shows,
however, they do not perform key rollover for ZSK.

analysis for large operators. In general, we find that the
descriptive results reported in the previous section hold in
the detailed analysis as well. Overall, we observe that large
operators perform well for security configurations that can be
addressed by a one-time setting in the service configuration.
For example, the key size comes by default with the server
configuration and requires an effortless change at installation
time to be set up correctly. The triangle for ZSKs indicates that,
whereas DNS operators satisfy, at large, the NIST requirement
on the key size, an appropriate setting for ZSKs can only
be identified by the combination of key size with rollover
frequency (see Tab. II). For example, a ZSK of 1024 bits,
while in principle acceptable, needs to be rolled at least every
90 days. In this respect, the systematic lack of compliance
to the key rollover mechanism for DNSSEC deployments in
large operators leads to a general inadequacy of ZSK key sizes.
This reflects the well documented complexity of managing key
rollovers in all its phases, including announcement, publication,
and retiring of old keys (see, e.g., RFC 6781, Section 4.1).

On the other hand, we observe a few cases where the
behavior of single, individual operators may explain some
of the divergences observed (both in a positive and a negative
direction). The operator TransIP has non-uniform algorithm

• Measured over 18 months 
(so no KSK rollover)

Takeaways: 

• Algorithm and key sizes  
mostly OK 

• ZSKs are mostly 1024-bits  
(borderline secure)  
but are never rolled!



Results for large operators in .se
• Measured over 14 months 

(so no KSK rollover)

Takeaways: 

• Story similar to .nl 

• Algorithm and key sizes  
mostly OK 

• ZSKs borderline secure 
but never rolled!

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF KEY ALGORITHM, RSA KEY SIZE CHOICE AND ZSK

ROLLOVER IMPLEMENTATION BETWEEN LARGE AND SMALL DNS
OPERATORS IN .NL AND .SE .

TLD Operator type %Recommended %Unrecommended
(a) Key algorithm

.nl Large 76.60% 23.40%
Small 87.36% 12.64%

.se Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 94.26% 5.74%

(b) KSK RSA key size

.nl Large 97.55% 2.45%
Small 99.17% 0.83%

.se Large 83.70% 16.30%
Small 96.25% 3.75%

(b) ZSK RSA key size

.nl Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 99.92% 0.08%

.se Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 98.26% 1.74%

(c) ZSK rollover

.nl Large 8.19% 91.81%
Small 39.36% 60.64%

.se Large 6.21% 93.79%
Small 43.00% 57.00%

to the ZSK key size, all DNS operators sign with a key of
suitable length. This is not the whole story however, as the
most commonly chosen key length (1024 bits) requires regular
key rollovers to be performed. As we will see, this is an area
where almost all of our large operators perform poorly.

c) Comparison of key rollover: We also compared the
ZSK key rollover implementations of large and small DNS
operators. We did not evaluate the rollover for KSKs and
CSKs due to the lack of sufficient data (the period over which
we have data is too short, given that NIST recommends to
rollover KSK and CSKs up to every 2 years). The last block of
Tab. V shows the percentage of domains in the recommended
and unrecommended categories. As can be seen, small DNS
operators perform significantly better than large DNS operators
in both .nl and .se. If we look at the two main causes for the
high percentages in the unrecommended category, we observe
that while a small fraction (less than 1%) can be explained
by late key rollovers, the majority of domains in this category
(over 90%) have never had their ZSKs replaced over the entire
duration of our datasets. This shows that not performing key
rollovers is the biggest problem in DNSSEC. Since the key
rollover process is quite complex and is not required in order
to be eligible for economic incentives, large DNS operators
may choose to avoid the extra effort and risk of performing
regular key rollovers. Furthermore, we observe this behavior
consistently over all large DNS operators in .nl and .se.

2) Detailed analysis of single operators: To evaluate
whether the results presented above may be the result of a
specific skew in the data (e.g. ‘bad’ operators that manage a
significant fraction of records), we now evaluate the specific
deployments at the operator level. Tab. VI shows the detailed
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LARGE DNS OPERATORS IN TLDS .NL AND .SE
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TLD .nl

*.transip.net. 265,341 7 4 B+ 7
*.transip.nl. 206,254 7 4 B+ 7
*.sonexo.eu. 75,256 4 4 B+ 7

TransIP

ns0.nl. 50,273 7 4 B+ 7
Metaregistrar BV *.metaregistrar.nl. 386,913 4 4 B+ 7
Hostnet BV Network *.hostnet.nl. 359,793 4 4 B+ 7
Cyso Hosting *.firstfind.nl. 246,385 4 4 B+ 7
Argeweb BV *.argewebhosting.eu. 101,993 4 4 B+ 7
Openprovider *.openprovider.nl. 79,367 4 4 B+ 7
Village Media BV *.webhostingserver.nl. 67,150 4 4 B+ 7
Hosting2GO *.hosting2go.nl. 64,568 4 4 B+ 7
Flexwebhosting BV *.flexwebhosting.nl. 60,753 4 4 B+ 7
Internedservices *.is.nl. 57,033 4 4 B+ 7
Neostrada *.neostrada.nl. 56,295 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 55,397 4 7 4 ?
PCextreme *.pcextreme.nl. 50,102 4 4 B+ 7
AXC B.V. *.axc.nl. 47,861 4 4 B+ 7

TLD .se

Loopia AB *.loopia.se. 282,604 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 221,372 4 B? B+ 7
Binero AB *.binero.se. 123,131 4 4 B+ 7

Legend: 4: meets recommendation; 7: does not meet recommenda-
tion; B: only partially meets recommendation; ? : unknown.
†The master name server from the SOA records is used to identify
the operator, as described in Section III-A.
?About half of One.com .se domains use unrecommended KSK sizes.
+These operators have 1024-bit ZSKs that require regular key rollovers
according to the best practice (Tab. II); as the rollover column shows,
however, they do not perform key rollover for ZSK.

analysis for large operators. In general, we find that the
descriptive results reported in the previous section hold in
the detailed analysis as well. Overall, we observe that large
operators perform well for security configurations that can be
addressed by a one-time setting in the service configuration.
For example, the key size comes by default with the server
configuration and requires an effortless change at installation
time to be set up correctly. The triangle for ZSKs indicates that,
whereas DNS operators satisfy, at large, the NIST requirement
on the key size, an appropriate setting for ZSKs can only
be identified by the combination of key size with rollover
frequency (see Tab. II). For example, a ZSK of 1024 bits,
while in principle acceptable, needs to be rolled at least every
90 days. In this respect, the systematic lack of compliance
to the key rollover mechanism for DNSSEC deployments in
large operators leads to a general inadequacy of ZSK key sizes.
This reflects the well documented complexity of managing key
rollovers in all its phases, including announcement, publication,
and retiring of old keys (see, e.g., RFC 6781, Section 4.1).

On the other hand, we observe a few cases where the
behavior of single, individual operators may explain some
of the divergences observed (both in a positive and a negative
direction). The operator TransIP has non-uniform algorithm

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF KEY ALGORITHM, RSA KEY SIZE CHOICE AND ZSK

ROLLOVER IMPLEMENTATION BETWEEN LARGE AND SMALL DNS
OPERATORS IN .NL AND .SE .

TLD Operator type %Recommended %Unrecommended
(a) Key algorithm

.nl Large 76.60% 23.40%
Small 87.36% 12.64%

.se Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 94.26% 5.74%

(b) KSK RSA key size

.nl Large 97.55% 2.45%
Small 99.17% 0.83%

.se Large 83.70% 16.30%
Small 96.25% 3.75%

(b) ZSK RSA key size

.nl Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 99.92% 0.08%

.se Large 100.00% 0.00%
Small 98.26% 1.74%

(c) ZSK rollover

.nl Large 8.19% 91.81%
Small 39.36% 60.64%

.se Large 6.21% 93.79%
Small 43.00% 57.00%

to the ZSK key size, all DNS operators sign with a key of
suitable length. This is not the whole story however, as the
most commonly chosen key length (1024 bits) requires regular
key rollovers to be performed. As we will see, this is an area
where almost all of our large operators perform poorly.

c) Comparison of key rollover: We also compared the
ZSK key rollover implementations of large and small DNS
operators. We did not evaluate the rollover for KSKs and
CSKs due to the lack of sufficient data (the period over which
we have data is too short, given that NIST recommends to
rollover KSK and CSKs up to every 2 years). The last block of
Tab. V shows the percentage of domains in the recommended
and unrecommended categories. As can be seen, small DNS
operators perform significantly better than large DNS operators
in both .nl and .se. If we look at the two main causes for the
high percentages in the unrecommended category, we observe
that while a small fraction (less than 1%) can be explained
by late key rollovers, the majority of domains in this category
(over 90%) have never had their ZSKs replaced over the entire
duration of our datasets. This shows that not performing key
rollovers is the biggest problem in DNSSEC. Since the key
rollover process is quite complex and is not required in order
to be eligible for economic incentives, large DNS operators
may choose to avoid the extra effort and risk of performing
regular key rollovers. Furthermore, we observe this behavior
consistently over all large DNS operators in .nl and .se.

2) Detailed analysis of single operators: To evaluate
whether the results presented above may be the result of a
specific skew in the data (e.g. ‘bad’ operators that manage a
significant fraction of records), we now evaluate the specific
deployments at the operator level. Tab. VI shows the detailed

TABLE VI
LARGE DNS OPERATORS IN TLDS .NL AND .SE
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TLD .nl

*.transip.net. 265,341 7 4 B+ 7
*.transip.nl. 206,254 7 4 B+ 7
*.sonexo.eu. 75,256 4 4 B+ 7

TransIP

ns0.nl. 50,273 7 4 B+ 7
Metaregistrar BV *.metaregistrar.nl. 386,913 4 4 B+ 7
Hostnet BV Network *.hostnet.nl. 359,793 4 4 B+ 7
Cyso Hosting *.firstfind.nl. 246,385 4 4 B+ 7
Argeweb BV *.argewebhosting.eu. 101,993 4 4 B+ 7
Openprovider *.openprovider.nl. 79,367 4 4 B+ 7
Village Media BV *.webhostingserver.nl. 67,150 4 4 B+ 7
Hosting2GO *.hosting2go.nl. 64,568 4 4 B+ 7
Flexwebhosting BV *.flexwebhosting.nl. 60,753 4 4 B+ 7
Internedservices *.is.nl. 57,033 4 4 B+ 7
Neostrada *.neostrada.nl. 56,295 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 55,397 4 7 4 ?
PCextreme *.pcextreme.nl. 50,102 4 4 B+ 7
AXC B.V. *.axc.nl. 47,861 4 4 B+ 7

TLD .se

Loopia AB *.loopia.se. 282,604 4 4 B+ 7
One.com *.one.com. 221,372 4 B? B+ 7
Binero AB *.binero.se. 123,131 4 4 B+ 7

Legend: 4: meets recommendation; 7: does not meet recommenda-
tion; B: only partially meets recommendation; ? : unknown.
†The master name server from the SOA records is used to identify
the operator, as described in Section III-A.
?About half of One.com .se domains use unrecommended KSK sizes.
+These operators have 1024-bit ZSKs that require regular key rollovers
according to the best practice (Tab. II); as the rollover column shows,
however, they do not perform key rollover for ZSK.

analysis for large operators. In general, we find that the
descriptive results reported in the previous section hold in
the detailed analysis as well. Overall, we observe that large
operators perform well for security configurations that can be
addressed by a one-time setting in the service configuration.
For example, the key size comes by default with the server
configuration and requires an effortless change at installation
time to be set up correctly. The triangle for ZSKs indicates that,
whereas DNS operators satisfy, at large, the NIST requirement
on the key size, an appropriate setting for ZSKs can only
be identified by the combination of key size with rollover
frequency (see Tab. II). For example, a ZSK of 1024 bits,
while in principle acceptable, needs to be rolled at least every
90 days. In this respect, the systematic lack of compliance
to the key rollover mechanism for DNSSEC deployments in
large operators leads to a general inadequacy of ZSK key sizes.
This reflects the well documented complexity of managing key
rollovers in all its phases, including announcement, publication,
and retiring of old keys (see, e.g., RFC 6781, Section 4.1).

On the other hand, we observe a few cases where the
behavior of single, individual operators may explain some
of the divergences observed (both in a positive and a negative
direction). The operator TransIP has non-uniform algorithm



What about the smaller operators?

.se

.nl

Takeaways:  Domains from small operators much more likely to 
     roll their ZSKs properly 
 
     Compliance is independent of size



Why are large operators not rolling?
• Are you in the room? I'd love to hear from you! 

• DNSSEC is complex; rollovers are arguably hard and potentially risky 

• We know (from private communication) some large operators implement 
their own DNSSEC signer systems 

• Rolling keys not a requirement to qualify for the DNSSEC incentive 

• Smart operators know: reduce complexity -> reduce operational risk 

• No one wants to be called out of bed at 3AM because of a DNSSEC problem



I have a theory about .se
• I had a quick look in OpenINTEL last week, for RSA keys in .se:

Loopia

Binero
Telia
Binero

SwebbyLots of key sharing

• Note: rollovers are even trickier when you're sharing keys



Conclusions

• Incentives got us massive DNSSEC deployment 

• But not necessarily secure deployments! 

• So perhaps it is time to tighten incentive requirements 

• How to do this while keeping operators on board?



Recommendations
• Need to account for operational reality; operators want to minimise risk 

• One way forward: use Elliptic Curve signing algorithms! 

• Smaller keys that are cryptographically much stronger 
(e.g. ECDSA P-256 roughly equivalent to 3072-bit RSA) 

• Not rolling a key is not a problem;  
according to current insights, these  
keys are good for 30+ years* 

• Widely supported by validating resolvers  
(source: rootcanary.org)

RSA

ECDSA 
P-256

http://rootcanary.org


Thank you! Questions?

F nl.linkedin.com/in/rolandvanrijswijk 

L @reseauxsansfil 

 roland@nlnetlabs.nl


